Fear + Time by Heather Inglis
"What are you afraid of?"
It started as a pub conversation and ended up as a pan-Canadian collaboration between seven small-scale, experimental theatre companies, generating a found-space, immersive production, which explored the nature of our angst in the digital world. It happens.
About three years ago, Murray Cullen and I were sitting dreaming up ideas to follow Theatre Yes's wonderfully successful Edmonton run of the National Elevator Project.
The National Elevator Project was the first event of its kind in Canada. It featured very short plays written for and performed in working elevators. Theatre Yes partnered with fourteen theatres, play development centres, and festivals locally and across the country to fund the commissioning of sixteen playwrights representing every province in Canada. Each playwright wrote a short play (five-ten minutes in length), which explored the ritual of the elevator ride. The plays required audiences to be in very close proximity to the performers, inviting them to be a part of unique, hyperintimate performance experiences. The NEP was presented in downtown Edmonton in two parts. Eight plays were presented in October 2013 and eight were presented in January-February 2014. The project went on to tour across the country. The National Elevator Project created distinct opportunities for artists and audiences to look outward toward the rest of Canada as they sampled a buffet of writing and theatrical aesthetics from coast to coast.
We were thrilled with the national dialogue that we were able to create on a micro-scale with the NEP, the distinctive qualities of the writing, the diversity of voice and style, and the opportunity to introduce artists from one end of the country to artists on the other. We wanted to find ways to continue to generate work that could engage artists nationally using our small-scale as an asset.
Then came a fateful evening when we drew up the plan for what would become Anxiety. It all came really quickly: we would invite six, small, like-minded theatre companies to do pieces about fear and how it functions in separate rooms at a found space location. It was intoxicatingly ambitious. It scared the heck out of me, and I also thought we could do it. I wasn't sure how, but the moment the structure crystalized, I knew I wanted to go on the journey. And so it began.
Over the months that followed, we investigated fear. We read books, watched horror films, deconstructed how the chemicals in the body work, and discussed at length why we invoke fear in cultural works. And something bothered me. It wasn't the scale or the pure audacity of the whole thing-yet-it was that it felt like the investigation of fear itself wasn't generating a story. Fear is essentially fight or flight, and when we enter into that state, we simply battle or flee in response to what threatens us. The story is essentially over; what remains is a battle or chase scene. What keeps narratives going is unresolved tension-not knowing what is behind the locked door, but always wondering. When the door is opened, the story is over. The tension dissipates.
Anxiety, on the other hand, has become a significant and growing phenomenon in North American culture. Our lives are complex and getting more so. There is a great deal to synthesize daily and concurrently a great many choices to make. We are more aware than ever of world events and also rightfully suspicious of the media messengers. We are confronted by images and events that make us uncomfortable on a daily basis-supercharged and polarized politics, climate change, corporations with the rights of citizens and the power of countries, epidemics of loneliness, failing economies, shootings and bombings daily and weekly, a barrage of disturbing messages from corporate media conglomerates, a crumbling social safety net ... the list of what makes us anxious is long. The more we examined shifting the focus of the work from fear to anxiety, the more it seemed an apt examination for our times. Fear plus time equals anxiety or, in narrative terms, fear plus time equals suspense. We adapted the premise.
We approached six small-scale theatres from across the country, representing a variety of regions and artistic practices, to parActor Rebecca Merkley gathers her audience group at Northland Air Hydraulics during a performance of Anxiety, Edmonton, 2016.
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Fear + Time | FEATURES ticipate. Each collaborating partner was asked to contribute a ten-minute, immersive performance-installation that examined anxiety, its mechanisms, and how it shapes our lives. Northern Light Theatre (Edmonton), Theatre SKAM (Victoria), Outside the March (Toronto), LoHiFi Productions (Halifax), Curtain Razors (Regina), and Théâtre à corps perdus (Montreal) agreed to go on the adventure. The companies represented the geographic expanse of the country as well as unique approaches to artistic practice, particularly their use of space. Northern Light Theatre specializes in lavishly designed chamber productions of new works from around the world; Theatre SKAM makes a practice of facilitating a variety of off-site Canadian work and supports small producers from across the country in their annual SKAMpede; Outside the March has received considerable notoriety for their commitment to ambitious immersive works in the Toronto region; LoHiFi specializes in puppet/object theatre often using scale and audience interaction to create memorable works; Curtain Razors is committed to works that engage in place and local experience, celebrating the ephemeral and immediate nature of live performance; Théâtre à corps perdus creates intricately crafted works that explore femininity in carefully drawn site-sympathetic productions. All the companies identified as independent or small-scale producers who believe that small theatre contributes significantly to the eco-system of Canadian theatre by producing works that speak uniquely to communities, unfettered by the financial obligations of more traditional production models. We were looking for kindred spirits, and we found them in this group, who so enthusiastically took up the challenge to participate in our somewhat audacious proposition.
Anxiety generated a lot of interesting artistic problems. It was like a massive puzzle we had to invent in order to solve. How could we initiate a process that would literally take place across the country simultaneously? How could we create a structure that would circumvent awkwardly knocking heads with our invited guests about content? How could we excite our collaborators, while supporting them with clear rules of engagement? How could we communicate the sort of work we wanted to create in a succinct and visceral way, which would convey the sense of exploration and sensory engagement that we were hoping for? Because there were no rules for how to do anything, we did what any self-respecting artist does-we made them up as we went along approaching things somewhat intuitively and allowing ourselves to embrace solving the problems with the spirit of exploration that was at the heart of the project.
We started with content. How is anxiety triggered? Why is it held? How is it that very small moments, reminders, and interactions can unleash powerful and visceral responses? The power of meaningful objects in people's lives to trigger disquiet fascinated us. How do family heirlooms and artifacts at once comfort us and cause us anxiety? Is it that they remind us of our mortality? Of passing time? We began a process we have since dubbed "artifact dramaturgy." Our thinking was that we would prompt our collaborators' work with a set of dramaturgical parameters, in which each group could explore freely, while we unified the whole with a theatrical piece we would create in Edmonton. We wanted to make the most of the reality that we could not, and did not what to, control the work of our collaborators beyond setting up artistic containers for them to create in. We were more interested in seeing what the guest companies would bring, embracing an organically trans-Canadian project. We commandeered Edmonton playwright Cat Walsh to collaborate with us to create both the finished product and the process.
We settled on the notion of sending each group a carefully curated prop, which evoked an aspect of anxiety. We made lists of objects that might inspire anxiety and, through a series of discussions with Cat Walsh and other key collaborators, we identified six objects that we sent to our sister experimental companies from across the country. Northern Light Theatre received a candy dish filled with teeth from beings of various times, human to dinosaur; Theatre SKAM received a bizarrely coded cell phone filled with messages to decode; Outside the March received a hyper-annotated photo album with the photos ripped out; LoHiFi Productions received a period metronome and a series of strange photos from various times with codes connecting the photos to the settings on the device; Curtain Razors received a curiously annotated collection of maps of stars, cites, and nebula and the human body (X-rays); Théâtre à corps perdus opened a package that contained a cookie tin with a USB stick in it that was loaded with surveillance footage of a woman in a variety of historical periods from the ninteenth century to the present.
What we found was that the process of identifying, collecting, and preparing these items to be sent in the mail became fundamental to the dramaturgy of the piece. upon the photo album we sent to Outside the March we had guessed that it was from the 1960s. Upon taking it for appraisal at a local antique dealer, we discovered it was, in fact, circa 1890. This then solidified the time of a pivotal incident in the backstory.
As we decided what programs to load onto the cell phone that we sent to Theatre SKAM, fascinating character details developed. When we decided to send the same cell phone in a cigar box, we knew that our central character in the backstory was a Victorian woman who smoked cigars, which painted a clear picture of her.
As we solved the problems of selection, preparation, and packaging of the six objects to be mailed a story that connected them together developed. It involved time, travelling through time, the nineteenth-century practice of theosophy, and a sequence of disappearances and reappearances, which occur outside of the conventions of Newtonian physics.
The meta-story Theatre Yes would eventually tell took on its fundamental form because of the connections we found between a set of physical objects chosen intuitively for their visceral connection to the thematic content of the piece. "Artifact dramaturgy" was a highly collaborative process with considerable contributions from an ensemble who each worked on preparing a variety of different artifacts to send to our collaborators, while Murray Cullen, Cat Walsh, and myself combed through the discoveries and ideas to develop a story that connected each artifact to the others making them each a necessary component to the piece. Cat Walsh developed the character of Lillian Alice Howcroft (1825-1879) a fictional, self-educated alchemist who suddenly disappears in 1879 amid speculation that she was not dead but rather had 'slipped though time' in search of her lost husband. The notion of time was becoming critical to the project. Cat wrote a wiki article about her life and then wrote a series of journal entries chronicling some of Lillian's journeys. Each journal entry was paired with an artifact and packaged up with a letter to the theatre companies. The package each group received contained the artifact (or collection of artifacts in some cases), a poetic suggestion (a small piece of journal entry hand copied onto aged vellum), and a letter that contained the dramaturgical rules of the project. One of the key rules was that the artifacts we sent had to appear in the piece that the groups created, linking their contributions to our work regardless of the content they offered.
A project like this would be almost impossible in an age before smart phones, Skype, e-mail, and social media. We used all of these to work with our collaborators as the months unfolded. Our team from Edmonton met with each group via Skype a number of times in the months leading up to their arrival. These meetings had practical objectives but also allowed us to track the evolution of each piece so that we could watch for repeated content. The meetings also allowed us to identify connections between their pieces and to incorporate appropriate small details of their offerings into our connecting piece thereby unifying the story while giving them freedom to create whatever they wanted. None of the groups knew what we were creating on this end. They just had to trust us.
We knew some of what we wanted our connecting piece to achieve-the challenge was figuring out how to make those things happen when the found-space we would house it in was still to be found. We knew we wanted the piece as a whole to utilize a variety of techniques to evoke and immerse the audiences in an experience of anxiety. We knew we wanted the piece we created to be essential to the audiences' experience of the project. We knew we wanted to push the boundaries of what the audience would expect, taking them distinctly outside of what they would be comfortable with while keeping them safe. We knew we needed to justify the found space, the objects, and the rooms in a story context that made sense. We knew that we wanted to work with contrasting experiences: audiences being in small, confined spaces where they were confronted by things in close quarters and the experience of being in a crowd-both can induce anxiety in different ways. We knew early on that we would divide the audience into groups and that guides would take them from room to room; we had out of town guests, after all, and we wanted to make sure that all of the work would be seen by everybody. We knew we wanted audiences to leave feeling like they wanted to talk, without trying to artificially resolve the story. It was a lot of boxes to check. And a lot depended on where Anxiety would take place.
The search for space is a somewhat harrowing tale of realtors and property developers, philanthropists and school boards, and commitments to companies across the country to do a project. Suffice it to say that we began the search for a performance space almost two years in advance and found a number of exciting spaces with willing landlords, only to have them evaporate from underneath us one by one due to new governments, asbestos, old boilers, and move-up dates for renovations and demolitions. We were committed to creating a piece designed for and organic to the space it would transpire in as opposed to an experience where we had to make audiences believe one space was another. We considered organic use of space as one of the most central and intriguing aspects of the project, which would allow the audiences to "Artifact dramaturgy" was a highly collaborative process with considerable contributions from an ensemble.
An audience makes their way into LoHiFi Production's installation via a wall of animated X-rays in Anxiety, Edmonton, 2016.
Fear + Time | FEATURES explore a building that they would never ordinarily be in through the artistic means of the event. This meant that although we could develop bold-stroke scenarios for our connecting piece, we weren't able to hone in on it until we confirmed a location. It was a nailbiting, anxiety-producing experience in and of itself that lead us to confirm Northland Air Hydraulics, a strange, dowdy, partially unfinished office/warehouse space, which served as the base for the project at the beginning of October-a little over a month before our partners arrived in Edmonton.
In November of 2016, we flew one or two members of each collaborating company to Edmonton to rehearse and oversee the installation of their pieces in assigned rooms on the top floor of Northland Air. Theatre Yes provided the means to implement each of the company's designs and hired professional designers, a technical team, and actors for their rehearsal processes and performances while the collaborating companies contributed the writer/ creator/director fees for their work.
Audiences for Anxiety arrived at the advertised meeting place for the production, La Cité Francophone, a French Community Center that houses a busy 200-seat theatre. As they arrived they noticed some disruption at the box office. The staff was tense and clearly on edge. The audience was held in the lobby as the box office staff made nervous phone calls in sotto voce. At a few minutes past show time the "playwright," played by Cat Walsh herself, got up and informed the audience that there had been a "double booking" in the theatre but that Theatre Yes had arranged for a bus to take audiences to the "rehearsal space" for a special performance of the play. The audience was loaded on a city bus where they signed a waiver, which ensured, among other things, that they understood that their participation in the performance might cause symptoms of anxiety, including but not limited to: nausea, dry mouth, vague worry about self or others, fear of self or others, feelings of impending doom, insomnia, and strange dreams (for up to ten days after the performance), poor concentration, sensation of an abnormal heartbeat, trembling, and/or deep questioning of purpose. They were also warned that they may be asked to surrender their cell phones, tablets, GPS trackers, drones, and nanites.
As the bus arrived at the "rehearsal space," a junior high school a few blocks from La Cité, the playwright stepped off the bus to lead the audience to the performance, only to have the bus driver pull away from the curb, leaving the playwright behind in the snow as the audience was "abducted" by a Silent Man who appeared to be in collusion with the bus driver. As the audience arrived at Northland Air Hydraulics, a stark building in a poorly lit industrial area of town, they were ushered up a narrow flight of stairs into a strange space on the second floor. It appeared the tenants hadn't been in this building very long. Poorly packed boxes, some open, were stacked everywhere. It looked like someone was setting up for an event in the space, but left before they could finish. Here, members of a shabby, smiling, and somewhat beleaguered self-help group were anxiously waiting for the audience to arrive and lend their energy to a special event. The audience was divided up into six groups, each of which followed an actor-guide who was a member of the self-help group from room to room to see each of the six stories presented by Anxiety's collaborators.
The contributions from our collaborators ranged from thoughtful mediations on the deep disquiet that bubbles underneath our daily lives, to fun immersive romps into the arcane. Each provided a unique sensory experience for the audience driven by six distinct aesthetics, coloured with the artistic practice, region, language, and personal stories of the artists who created them. Théâtre à corps perdus' piece written by Governor General Award winner Erin Shields and directed by Geneviève Blais was an intricately crafted thriller that used video as the subconscious FEATURES | Fear + Time of a security guard who finds herself drawn to a room in the warehouse where she works, Unit 208. She is haunted by a woman on her security screen who we discover is her own psychological trauma manifest. Curtain Razors artistic director Joey Tremblay presented a simple, quiet, unadorned piece in which the audience finds themselves at the bedside of a dying man. Cast as the friends and family of the patient, the audience is confronted by their own anxiety in the face of death, as the dying man tries to comfort them with his remaining energy. In Outside the March's piece created and directed by Ali Joy Richardson, designed by Amanda Wong, audiences found themselves at the unconventional wake of a woman who suffered from dementia. They are asked to write down and hide in the installation a memory that they want to forget and to record and mail to another audience member a memory they always want to remember. LoHiFi's Christopher Little and Theo Pitsiavas provided a bit of levity as they lead audiences down a corridor of automated abnormal X-rays where they were diagnosed by the beta unit of an automated health care provider, which took the form of a Bunraku-robot puppet. Pamela Bethel and Matthew Payne of Theatre SKAM ushered audiences into a space where disasters of the past and present collided as two strangers from different times sought solace in the liminal space between them. In Northern Light Theatre's offering, written and directed by Trevor Schmidt and designed by Adam Turnbull, the audience finds themselves to be participants at a séance in the 1920s where a woman seeks a message from beyond concerning the strange fate of her sister who is found in possession of an exotic collection of teeth.
As the audience emerged from each room and were guided to the next, the story of the self-help group unfolded through dramatic incidents seen and overheard by the audience members; gossip passed between characters; announcements were made by the group leader over a microphone, and the scenography evolved in the hallways. The audiences were active bystanders, complicit by their presence in the events of the play. The self-help group, devotees of Lillian Alice Howcroft, believed that Ms. Howcroft had not passed away but instead had found a way to exit linear time. The group's aspiration was to do the same. Their belief was that they needed the audience's emotional response to the experiences in each room in order to open a gateway that would take them out of time, which was housed in room 208. As audiences journeyed from room to room, conflicts within the self-help group intensified and strange light and sounds emanated from behind the door of room 208-whatever was going to happen was becoming increasingly imminent.
As the audience emerged from the final room everything had changed. The florescent lights were on. The self-help group appeared to have suddenly packed up and left. The space was empty of boxes. There was no one to guide them. The waivers they signed on the bus were scattered all over the floor. The door to room 208 was open. The room was empty. After suspended moments of silence, the Silent Man from the beginning of the play reappeared and slowly guided them out. A bus was waiting. It took them back to the starting point of their evening.
Our intent was to create an experience that would transport audiences into a lived-in, sensory scenario that housed a sophisticated narrative, enabling a contemplative deconstruction of anxiety from an experiential perspective. We wanted to explore the nameless things that haunt us in the context of a serious artistic event that opened up reflection as opposed to providing cheap thrills. We were delighted by the range of thoughtful, finely-tuned work created by our collaborators. Each group offered a specific style and narrative approach defining the role of the audience uniquely within their piece. Some were abstract and formal; some relied heavily on improvised content; all asked for audience participation. We were awed by the way audiences eagerly, almost greedily, drank up the opportunity to explore and engage in the world we created. An audience member told an actor playing a dying man that he loved him before leaving his bedside. People accessed extremely painful memories, wrote them down on sheets of paper, and left them as offerings in Outside the March's installation. They held hands and concentrated to summon spirits from beyond in Northern Light Theatre's. They riffled through the bunker/cottage that TheatreSKAM created looking for answers to the mystery of the two women that they encountered there. They rushed to room 208 when the door was left open at the end to see what was inside. They searched for their waivers at the end so they could take them home as a memento.
Anxiety was very much a child of its age. The technology that is the source of so much of our angst as a culture is the same technology that made the production possible from concept and execution. Cell phones, WiFi, Google chat, Skype, Facebook, Twitter, and online games are key elements in Theatre Yes's imagining 
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and realization of the project. The act of producing here necessitated inventing and coordinating a vision that broke paradigms and reached across the traditional barriers to theatre production allowing the work to do what it does best-put audiences in the same room as performers.
Theatre needs to transform as society transforms if it is to remain vital and relevant. This includes the structure of production and performance. Immersive theatre takes the fundamental reality of all theatre, that actors and audiences are in the same room, and magnifies it, creating intense visceral experiences. In the digital world, we are at once afforded more interactivity than ever before and at the same time find that we are increasing physically alienated from our communities as our screens become intermediaries between us. Immersive theatre offers audiences a matchless convergence of the two: interactivity and communal experience with the heightened sensory experiences to boot. In a world where success and relevance are increasingly equated with how much money is made, the non-profit model that drives small theatre makes the contributions of immersive theatre even more vital. Not only does it reclaim communal experience in a fresh contemporary context drawing new audiences to the art form, but if offers content that is driven by impulses that surpass the profit model, which drives so much of contemporary culture. Modalities of immersive performance make it possible for the theatre to transcend what have often been considered the constraints of the discipline making it a clear, relevant and, indeed, essential response to the experience of living in the twenty-first century.
Innovation and innovative thinking is the only path to sustainability in the theatre and, indeed, in our world. Small independent theatres are the pioneers of Canadian theatre, embracing the risks that are necessary to create new paradigms. My hope is that audiences, funders, and the theatre community at large will continue to acknowledge the vital role small-scale experimentalists play in the ecology of Canadian theatre and find advanced ways to support and promote this work.
Anxiety was a groundbreaking, cross-country collaboration that exemplified the power of sheer will to do what had not been done before. It embodied the challenges and possibilities that are created in our fast-paced contemporary lives where the integration of ideas, information, and communication are a currency for survival.
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